Thank you for accessing more information about Fiction Feedback, the critique
and editing service for writers. We’re delighted you’re determined to make the
most of your writing talent by using the services of Matador and by considering
associated services to enhance your professionalism.
Multiple Critiques
Fiction Feedback is an established service which uses professional editors, writers and
literary experts to offer constructive, helpful critiques. Our aim is to help fiction writers
make their work as good as it can be, whether it’s prior to self-publishing or
submission to an agent or publisher.
We do this by highlighting the strengths of your writing – you need to know what
you’re doing right! – as well as identifying weaknesses and suggesting how to improve.
We’re unusual in offering multiple critiques (1-4) on a sliding scale of affordable rates
– you don’t pay twice as much for two. Our customers find this useful and good value,
often returning for more: 44% of our business is with existing customers.
Visit www.fictionfeedback.co.uk to find out more.
Essential Editing
Make the most of your opportunities to impress literary agents, publishers and readers
by ensuring your writing is properly copy-edited. Apart from remedying mistakes in
punctuation, spelling and grammar, Fiction Feedback’s copy-editing and proofing
service will identify plot holes, repetition, poor sentence construction, inconsistencies of
tense and viewpoint and clumsy dialogue. We’ll point out problems with logic, dubious
style and any other aspects of the writing which make the reader trip up.
This copy-editing and proofing service is offered at a price per 1,000 words.
If you’d like help with structural editing where plot, character and pace are examined in
depth and where we guide revision, we offer this through our book doctors.
Visit www.fictionfeedback.co.uk/proofing_and_editing.php
We’re pleased to offer all Matador customers 5% off Fiction Feedback prices.
Email: info@fictionfeedback.co.uk

